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High Concept 

Overview 

Concept: 
An infected scientist must shoot his way through a zany zombie-infested city to find the 
remaining parts of the cure before it’s too late. 
 

Genre:  Top-down Twin-Stick shooter with crafting elements. 

Key Features: 
● Navigate through Weasel City’s downtown, subway, and campgrounds to find parts of 

the cure 
● Blast your way through hordes of zombies 
● Craft up to 27 different combinations of guns 

Technical Guidelines 

Target Platforms: 
● Windows EXE 
● OS 

Hardware: 
● Unity Personal Edition (version 5.6.2f1) 
● Adobe CC Software 
● Autodesk Maya 2016 
● Mudbox 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Mechanic Design 

Player Actions: 
 
 Movement: 

● Movement and positioning will be controlled with the L stick, and therefore can go any 
direction horizontally.  

● The player moves at a constant speed the entire game 
● May be used simultaneously with Aiming so that the player may fire in any direction, no 

matter what direction they’re moving 
● Designed to be quick enough to barely outrun zombies and not feel “weighed down” 

when moving through the environment 
 

Camera:  
● Slanted top-down view 
● The camera is static when showing indoors or one area zones, such as the lab and park 
● Once outside, the camera follows movement, keeping the player in the center of the 

camera and in a 3rd person perspective at all times 
 

Aiming: 
● Aiming and Directional movement will be controlled with the R stick 
● Currently works best when joystick is constantly pushed in the edge and rotated to the 

preferred direction 
● Works simultaneously with Movement for full twin-stick control 

Shooting:  
● Shooting your gun is done with R2 or Left click 
● A variety of gun types will afford a variety of playstyles 

○ Rather than focus on making all playstyles equally fun, The Cure will have 
specific parts of the game where certain guns could be favorable to others 

○ The enemy type and placements as well as the environment will be leaned 
towards giving players who are using the rewarded gun parts from the previous 
levels an edge in combat, explained in Guns and Gun Parts below 

 
● Bullet speed will be a constant, paced so that a player easily learns with a few shots 

where their bullet(s) will tend to go but still be fast enough to be considered as a bullet. 
● Audio and visual effects will be focused on making gunfire satisfying 

○ Different SFX for different gun Receivers 
○ Visual bang FX from gun Barrel upon firing  



 

Teleporting:  
● The player is able to teleport back to the lab at any time using their built-in portal gun 

using the spacebar key 
● When the portal key is pressed, there is a 3 casting timer so that players cannot simply 

port back and forth to avoid enemies. However, being hit does not interrupt the casting 
time.  

○ The main downside to this is that the player may not move during the casting 
time. If they are being chased by a horde, they will likely take a few blows before 
being teleported to safety 

● When the timer is finished, the player appears back in the lab. There are two swirling 
portals there that were not there before. One represents the portal that the player used 
to hop into the lab (the player will start standing on it), and the other is a portal that 
sends them back to where they originally traveled from 

○ The player can walk through the second portal in order to go back to where they 
were. Doing this removes both portals until a new portal connection is made.  

● Being able to teleport back and forth in these large maps gives the player the following 
gameplay queues  

○ They can go back and forth without taking large amounts of time, aka health, to 
walk back 

○ They can go back to the hub when they need to so they may 
■ Craft new guns 
■ Go back to the hub where there are level entrances for the Subway and 

Campgrounds nearby 
■ Turn in Cure Parts and complete the game 

Backpack: 
● The Backpack is where the player holds their gun parts they have found in the levels 
● The player may hold up to one of each gun part: 1 Barrell, 1 Receiver, and 1 Stock.  
● Upon coming across a new part, if the slot is filled in the Backpack already, they have 

the option to switch 
○ The new gun part will highlight with green, red, or white if the relevant stats of the 

new part is better, worse, or the same as the one in the slot in the player’s 
Backpack 

○ The player may switch with the Interact button, and the old gun part will be 
dropped on the floor, with the new part in its respective slot 

○ Swapped parts stay where they are in the game space 
● There is a second 3 column row under the Backpack row where your currently Equipped 

Gun is 
● You may open Inventory with the ‘I’ button at any time, and may check the stats of your 

Equipped gun or any gun parts in your Backpack  
 



 

Workbench:  
● The Workbench will be a quick crafting station used to swap out Backpack gun parts with 

currently Equipped gun parts, thus making a new weapon.  
● The workbench UI will be designed with minimum learning and mastery time in mind 

○ Each row of slots (2 slots, one for backpack and one for equipped, etc.) has it’s 
own confirmation button to switch that row’s parts from backpack to equipped 
and vice versa 

○ Pressing the confirmation button above the row will swap parts and change the 
gun model to reflect the addition of the new part 

● The Workbench is opened and closed upon entering/exiting the area around it 
  

Pickups:  
● There are 2 kinds of pickups: Powerups and Cure Parts 
● Both pickups are picked up upon colliding with them 
● Power Ups are consumed upon pickup and give the player specific boosts to aid in 

combat 
● Cure Parts are important quest items crossed off the List when picked up 

○ The player must then interact with the Curing station in the lab after collecting all 
3 Cure parts to win the game 

Guns and Gun Parts: 
● Guns will be a combination of 3 parts: the Barrel, Receiver, and Stock. 
● Values are scaled from a list of 1 to 5, 1 being low and 5 being high. 

○ The values of each attribute in-game use different units to calculate their effect, 
and are therefore listed here in a tier list for design and flow purposes. 

○ Current values are not exact values. They are scaled in comparison to its 
attribute, ex. Clip size value: 3 does not mean the clip will have 3 bullets in it. It 
means the clip is average in size compared to the other clips.  

● Sound effects for the guns firing will be based on their Receiver. They will be mastered 
with ‘low-annoyance when repeated’ in mind.  
  

● Current list of gun parts in-game: 
○ Barrels:  

■ Sci-Fi Barrel:  
● State of the art laser assault barrel, professionally designed to 

excel in urban engagements at a moderate distance 
○ Range: 3 
○ Bullets Fired: 3 

■ BB Gun Barrel:  



 

● Metal barrel of an old BB gun. Good for single, aimed shots at 
long ranges and shooting your eye out. 

○ Range: 5 
○ Bullets Fired: 1 

■ Trash Gun Barrel: 
● 2 cardboard tubes wrapped up in duct tape. Lots of space for 

bullets, not so much for aerodynamics 
○ Range: 1  
○ Bullets Fired: 5 

 
○ Receivers 

■ Sci-Fi Receiver: 
● A futuristic laser-generating rifle receiver. Capable of dishing out a 

consistent stream of laser bolts with good damage. Still has that 
new gun smell. 

○ Rate of Fire: 5 
○ Damage: 2 
○ SFX: Repeated M16 firing  

■ BB Gun Receiver: 
● A lever-action BB gun receiver. Time taken by pulling back the 

rusted lever for each shot is made up for with a modded spring for 
high stopping power.  

○ Rate of Fire: 2 
○ Damage: 4 
○ SFX: A powerful, cracking rifle shot 

■ Trash Gun Receiver: 
● A repurposed, battery-powered toaster. Normal bullets go in, 

toasty bullets fly out. 
○ Rate of Fire: 3 
○ Damage: 3 
○ SFX: A toaster spring popping up 

 
○ Stocks 

■ Sci-Fi Stock: 
● Military-grade laser coolant capacitors and an ergonomic stock 

give a balanced and low-risk reloading experience 
○ Reload speed: 2 
○ Clip Size: 3 

■ BB Gun Stock: 
● This worn, half-plastic, half-wooden stock takes in old-fashioned 

BB stripper clips, making it quick to reload and quick to run out.  
○ Reload speed: 3 
○ Clip Size: 2 



 

■ Trash Gun Stock: 
● An oversized chicken drumstick. A soft, meaty cushion and room 

for assorted ammunition to be stuffed within make this stock a 
clunky but oddly reliable choice.  

○ Reload speed: 1 
○ Clip Size: 5 

 
● One new gun part per slot (1 Barrel, 1 Receiver, and 1 Stock) will be found in each level 

at minimum. 
● Gun part distribution will be on a controlled basis. Each gun part will be placed in the 

level beforehand.  
● When all 3 parts of a weapon are assembled (all Sci-Fi, all BB, or all trash gun), it will be 

referred to as a ‘Complete Gun’ (not in game, just when discussing design in this 
document and during development):  

 
○ The direction will be to get players to play into a narrative, separated by chapters, 

that we have already set up for them. Each Complete Gun fits the scene of the 
various 3 chapters.  

○ Each Complete Gun has one part of the gun that is the most integral to the 
playstyle of that weapon, and will be referred to as its Keystone Part (again, a 
design-only name) 

○ Keystone parts will generally be near the Cure parts at the end of every level, 
encouraging players to add their newest, and most different, part once back in 
lab and at the workbench 

○ The other parts for every complete gun will be placed so that upon picking up a 
keystone part, it won’t require a large amount of effort to get the other 2 matching 
pieces.  

○ The planned weapon preferences and distribution for Keystone parts is as 
follows:  

 
■ City level: Sci-Fi Rifle  

● Keystone Part: Receiver  
○ Found: Inside the Lab at the start of the game 

● Given at the beginning the game and allows for a reliable and 
automatic weapon when first engaging enemies and learning the 
mechanics 

 
■ Subway level: Trash Rifle 

● Keystone Part: Stock 
○ Found: Near a trash can at the end of City level at the 

Hospital 



 

● The Trash Gun is great at dishing high damage at a ‘close 
enough’ distance to counter the cramped conditions and frequent 
AOE enemies in the Subway level 

 
■ Campgrounds level: BB Gun 

● Keystone Part: Barrel 
○ Found: At the train-switching station at the end of the 

Subway level 
● Newfound range and accuracy allows for efficient solo-target 

acquisition. Added to counter the new influx of quick and 
hard-hitting charging enemies 

Cure Parts: 
● Cure Parts are story-driven McGuffins placed at the end of each level 

○ The player will need to collect all 3 from the 3 different levels to win the game 
○ All 3 cure parts are the same model, a test tube with sparkling blue particle effect 

around it 
○ There is a chemistry set in the lab that is red and tells the player on their infection 

timer that they need to collect all 3 parts 
○ Once all 3 are collected, the player must get back to the lab (preferably 

teleporting), where the cure table is now green. When the player approaches the 
Cure Station with all 3 parts collected, the player wins the game 

Powerups: 
● Power Ups are consumed upon pickup and give the player specific boosts to aid in 

combat 
○ There are 3 kinds of Powerups: 

 
■ Autoinjector - Medical power-needle that restores 20 seconds to the 

player’s Cure counter 
● Placed in middle and end of maps to account for travel/pre-combat 

and then post-combat/Lab crafting 
● SFX: Inhaler sound (Similar to Stimpak from Fallout series) 

 
■ Umbrella - Generates a small shield in front of the player that moves with 

them for 4 seconds: 
● Rarity: Uncommon 
● Wall can block melee and ranged objects (Not airborne plague) 
● Zombies cannot walk through shield 
● Wall cannot be moved or repositioned, but will move so it is 

always in front of the player 



 

● Only the player’s bullets will pass through the wall 
● SFX: Umbrella being popped open 

 
■ Oil Can - A combat-amplifying boost that gives the player double damage 

from their gun for a short time 
● Rarity: Rare 
● Doubles damage per bullet 
● Placed in zones where an encounter could kill the player 
● SFX: Oil Drip  

 
Zombies: 

● Zombies are the sole enemy in this game 
● There are 4 kinds of zombies, all with varying appearances, stats, and behaviors.  

 

1. Regular Joe 

 
■ Attack: Melee Swipe 
■ Rate of Attack: Every 2 seconds 
■ Damage: 3 Seconds 
■ Speed: 5-7 



 

■ Behavior: Track player until melee range is reached, attack. Runs into 
obstacles. 

■ Health: 4 HP 
 

2. Trash Can Tyler 

 
■ Attack: Bash with trash can lid 
■ Rate of Attack: Every 1.5 seconds 
■ Damage: 6 Seconds 
■ Speed: 14 - 18 
■ Behavior: Charge on sight, attack viciously  
■ Health: 8 - 10HP 

 
 



 

3. Smelly Saul 

 
■ Attack: Has an area-of-effect cloud of virus around it, can also shoot 

smaller ones a short distance 
- Standing in the cloud will cause the Cure counter to accelerate at 

twice the rate for as long as the player stands in the cloud 
■ Rate of Attack: N/A for aura, every 6 seconds for ranged cloud 
■ Damage: N/A, cloud is accelerant 
■ Speed: 2 - 4 
■ Behavior: Lob small clouds of plague while slowly wobbling towards the 

player with the surrounding cloud 
■ Health: 12-20 HP 

 
 



 

4. Private Paul 

 
■ Attack: Ranged attack with rifle 
■ Rate of Attack: Fires off a burst of rifle shots in the general direction of 

the player 
■ Damage: 3 seconds/bullet 
■ Speed: 3 - 5 
■ Behavior: Move towards the player until Paul is in attack range and keep 

that distance while firing rifle 
■ Health: 6 - 15 HP 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Game Flow Chart 

 

 



 

Interface 

Main Menu: 

 
 Main Menu will contain: 

● Start 
○ Begins a new game of The Cure 

● Tutorial 
○ Starts a guided tutorial where they are walked through the controls and pacing of 

the game 
● Options 

○ Adjust the music and SFX volumes 
● Credits 

○ Credit screen for development team 
● Quit 

○ Exits the build 

 

 



 

Pause Menu: 

 
Pause Menu will contain: 

● Resume 
○ Resume current game 

● Restart 
○ Restarts entire game 

● Options 
○ Control music and SFX volumes 

● Main Menu 
○ Return to the Main Menu 

 

 

 

 
 

 



 

User Interface 
HUD  

 
 

View of ingame HUD elements 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Controls: 

 
Mouse and Keyboard Control 



 

Level Progression  

Level Overview: 

Flow Channel:  
● Levels will increase in difficulty as the player progresses through the game 

○ This will be shown with an increasingly dangerous placement and rate of 
speciality zombies, while maintaining a very standard rate of powerups.  

○ The City level has many zombies out in the open and is on an easy-to-digest 
grid, while the Subway level is dark and cramped. The Campgrounds offers a mix 
of both, with wide open areas in poorly lit conditions.  

 
● As noted above with Keystone parts, levels will feel more challenging but the player will 

also be more adept at dealing with these new challenges with newer parts that are 
designed to stand toe-to-toe with more recurring enemy types that come after it’s drop 

 
● The initial challenge of a new enemy type can startle players not used to a twin-stick 

style, but after a few short and focused engagements, they will know how to deal with 
each engagement of zombies the moment they see them on the screen 

Gun Progression: 
● Non-Keystone gun parts may be found around any map 

 
● Players who choose immersion in the world over pure numbers will likely lean towards 

Complete Guns once they learn there are 3 kinds 
○ Each Complete Gun is only obtainable for the level that they thematically 

correspond to, thanks to Keystone placements 
○ This will mean that the player can only have the complete Trash Gun, for 

example,  once they finish the city level, where the first instance of the Trash Gun 
stock. This carries over to the BB gun, where the first instance of the barrel isn’t 
found until the end of the Subway level. 

 
● Players who choose the strongest parts they find will likely end up with an assault 

rifle-type build with the shotgun barrel or stock, since it has the highest RoF and mag 
capacity, which would mimic a chaotic bullet hell weapon. This is the fabled “uber gun” 
that is the answer to “what is the optimally best weapon in the game”. However, there is 
a downside to any gun combination 

○ The uber gun is countered by a mediocre reload speed or range. While these 
players may consistently dominate if they have the upper hand, mistakes will 



 

place them in a bad spot, clamoring to reload faster if being surrounded or 
needing to reach far-away targets.  

 
● Levels will be arranged in a way for all playstyles, but enemy type rates will lean slightly 

towards the keystone parts explained above 
 

Action Overview: 
● Engagements in The Cure are not controlled on a camera-based scene because the 

camera always follows the player, and the zombies that detect the player will follow them 
for as long as they can 

 
● Zombies will not detect you outside of a scene, which is a predetermined but invisible 

border around the enemy spawn placements. Once they detect you in their scene 
proximity, they will follow the player until they leave the scene. 

 
● As players continue to move through the levels, usually one or two zombies are left 

behind from a horde that the player didn’t hit and doesn’t feel the need to waste time to 
kill. These scragglers will catch up if the player must backtrack to avoid a new, oncoming 
horde in front of them 

○ This placement and backing of enemies gives the player a sense of caution once 
they realize that leftover zombies will come back for them 

○ Players in testing have shown to learn how to juke enemies as opposed to 
backtracking after their first few incidents with being surrounded  

 
● This philosophy makes the zombie encounters less bullet hell-like, with players needing 

to manage their time, clip size, and straggling zombies with each encounter 
○ These elements push players into the rushed and cautious mindset we want 

them to be in  
 

● Zombie type placement will be a key factor in scene design 
○ Private Pauls and Smelly Sauls will be placed with lots of Regular Joe 

meatshields to protect their slow advance and ranged weapons 
○ Trash Can Tylers will usually have a Private Paul or small horde coming in from 

an opposite side to distract from their deadly charge 
○ Smelly Sauls will be placed in restricted hallways and bends, dominating close 

quarters and causing players to reevaluate hasty strategies  

Win State: 
The player wins once they make it to the Cure Station in the Lab with all 3 Cure Parts collected. 
Their Cure counter stops, and the Win Screen appears.  



 

 
The Win Screen, Clyde victoriously holding The Cure 

Lose State: 
The player loses once their Cure counter reaches zero. This can happen due to the natural 
progression of the virus (standard timer countdown) or accelerated by being attacked by 
zombies (who deal damage in seconds to your timer). Once their timer reaches zero, the Lose 
screen appears  

 
The Lose Screen, Clyde in distress as he realizes his fate is sealed 



 

 

Level Concept Designs: 
 
Level 1: City 

 
City Level Design 

 
 
Level 2: Subway 



 

 
Subway Level Design 

 
Level 3: Campgrounds 

 
Campgrounds Level Design 



 

Narrative 

Story-So-Far: 
Weasel City was ground zero for an unexpected virus outbreak that mutated it’s 

population into shuffling shells of their former selves.  Clyde Everton, a local scientist, was 
leaving for his daily walk when he was attacked by zombies that were holed up in his favorite 
park outside of the lab. Clyde barely gets away with his life, but not without a bite mark on his 
arm. Clyde knows his time is limited: He must make a cure for the virus using the DNA of 
particularly strong zombies, or turn into one of them. He holes himself back up in his lab, 
programs his robotic arm to tell him how much time before the infection takes over, and must 
finally craft his experimental laser rifle in order to blast his way through the city to the hospital, 
where patient zero is sure to be found. 

 
Clyde Everton: Scientist. Bite Victim. Gun Enthusiast.  

 



 

Surrounding Lore: 
Weasel City:  

● Fairly developed city in the Northwest U.S 
○ Surrounded by woodlands 
○ A bit of engineering and manufacturing industries found 
○ Walking / Car is the primary form of transit  
○ Train station used to send out produced goods 
○ Mainly apartments and townhouses 

● Was hit late, but did not respond fast due to lower overall technology use by the town’s 
population 

● Clyde’s hometown 

The Virus:  
● The virus is an airborne contagion that swept across the world with ease 
● Many cities are completely lost or completely dominated by a corrupted military presence 
● The virus has mutated several times since it’s initial dispersion, and has created a 

variety of zombie types across the globe 
● Signs of attempted evacuation and city-wide panic are evident in the levels 
● Evacuation was generally unsuccessful in every city, with the virus spreading in the 

chaos and density of thousands attempting to flee 
 

Developing the Cure:  
The cure itself requires a very specific list of reagents, and retrieving them while being 

attacked by hordes of former citizens makes a desperate conflict out of the journey.  
 

Reagent # 1:  DNA sample of Patient Zero. Any cure for a heavily mutated virus needs 
an original control sample to start from. The first few to become sick were quarantined in the 
hospital of Weasel City, but not for long. The outbreak soon spread, with zombies clamoring to 
the original zombie, protecting them and letting them eat nearly all the hospital staff. Reports 
have stated that Patient Zero is massive and lurks near the hospital, waiting to prey on anyone 
who comes looking for shelter.  
 

Reagent # 2: DNA sample of Commander Connor.  In the first days of the outbreak, the 
news reported that the leader of the National Guard, Commander Connor, was on a subway out 
of Weasel City when his car was overrun with zombies. Some sources say he held a cure to the 
virus, given to him by military scientists, and used it on himself. Whether he’s dead or alive, his 
blood contains healing reagents from being cured once, and makes his particular strain of virus 
especially good for making more cures.  
 



 

Reagent # 3: DNA sample of Tribe Leader Tyler. Deep within the forests surrounding 
Weasel City, an ancient tribe of natives lived in hiding from the urban sprawl. As the virus 
spread past the city, those far away from news and civilization were hit without warning. The 
tribe leader, a fast and powerful warrior, was unaware of how the virus worked and was 
contaminated through the water. His zombie tribe still follows his orders, attacking and infecting 
any intruders in the camp grounds. A DNA sample from this legendary fighter would surely help 
in the making of a powerful cure.  


